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Section 1. Issues

The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this quarter:

A. Fine Arts: Issues related to the cultural quality of life in our community. 
B. Foreign Policy: Issues related to the understanding of American foreign 

policy challenges.
C. Government: Issues related to federal, state, and local governance.
D. Education: Issues relating to childhood development, school improvement and 

reform, and budgetary impacts.
E. Humanities: Issues related to the better understanding of history, economics, 

literature and the social sciences.
F. Economy: Issues relating to development of the local economy, and 

government planning for economic growth.
G. Interfaith Relationships: Issues relating to religious life, tolerance, and 

interdenominational and ecumenical activities.
H. Community Justice: Issues relating to racial, ethnic, gender, and sexual identity or socioeconomic 

class, immigration, and the broader understanding between different groups in the community.
I. Science & Technology: Issues relating to the most recent developments in 

the physical sciences, and the continuing impact of new technology on the 
populace. 

J. Emergency Preparedness: Issues relating to preparing communities and 
populations for natural disasters, terrorism events, and environmental 
incidents.

K. Healthcare: Issues related to medical news, healthcare treatment, the 
treatment of the uninsured, and the implementation of the Affordable Care Act.

L. Generational Issues: Issues relating to aging and divides in generational 
beliefs and attitudes.

M. Environment: Issues relating to environmental concerns, sustainable 
development and living, and energy needs.

N. Public Safety: Issues related to law enforcement, natural disaster rescue and 
recovery, and crime’s impact on the community.

O. Juvenile Justice: Issues related to the system of incarceration and 
rehabilitation in the local juvenile justice system.

P. Transportation: Issues related to the city and region’s transportation 
infrastructure and preparation for 21st Century mobility issues.

Section II. Responsive Programs

A. Fine Arts

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 18, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We're pleased to welcome Rebecca Ungerman back to our program. She has long been seen as one of the 
outstanding jazz/cabaret singers in the Tulsa community. She's also a gifted songwriter, and tunes from her 
original musical, "The Unwitting Wife," will soon be performed in NYC as part of a songwriting 
competition.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 24, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  



We speak with harpist Janet Witman, whose career in music has taken her from the prestigious Curtis 
Institute of Music in Philadelphia to the Salzedo Harp Colony in Maine (where she worked with the 
legendary Alice Chalifoux). Witman, based in Pennsylvania, will present a concert here in Tulsa soon.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 1, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Theatre Tulsa will soon unveil its much-anticipated new production of the epic musical, "Les Misérables." 
Our guests are two members of the Theatre Tulsa team who are involved with this production.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 19, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We preview a new exhibition that will soon open at the Gilcrease Museum here in Tulsa; "Alexandre 
Hogue: An American Visionary -- Paintings and Works on Paper" will be on view through November 30th. 
Mainly known for his "Dust Bowl" or "Erosion Series" of Depression-era paintings, Alexandre Hogue 
(1898-1994) was one of the more celebrated artists to come to prominence during the Regionalist 
movement in American art. Our guest is a noted Hogue scholar and curator.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 21, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We chat with Catherine Whitney, the Chief Curator and Curator of American Art at the Philbrook Museum 
of Art here in Tulsa, who tells us all about a small but impressive photography show currently on view at 
the museum: "Hard Times, Oklahoma, 1939-40: The Documentary Photography of Russell Lee." 
Beginning in 1936, Lee worked alongside Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, and other photographers as part 
of the government-sponsored Farm Security Administration, a New Deal program created by FDR.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 29, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak once again with Steve Liggett, artistic director of the nonprofit Living Arts of Tulsa. Liggett is 
also the curator of "Chandelier & Other Luminous Objects," which will remain on exhibit at Living Arts 
through September 25th -- and which Liggett tells us all about on today's program.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 3, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Our guest is Marcello Angelini, the Artistic Director of Tulsa Ballet, who's now celebrating his 20th season 
at the helm of the company. That Tulsa Ballet has thrived under Angelini's impressive leadership is a given 
in this community, and on today's show we are focusing on one flourishing aspect of the company that was 
created during Angelini's tenure -- Tulsa Ballet II -- which will soon present "On Your Radar."

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 4, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with artist Ken Kewley, who teaches at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and has shown 
his work at many galleries, museums, and schools nationwide. "Ken Kewley: Collages, Drawings, and 
Paintings" is a new show that will be on display at the Alexandre Hogue Gallery (on the TU campus) 
through the 25th of this month.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 8, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
On today's show, we're discussing an interesting new exhibition that recently opened at the 108 
Contemporary Gallery: "Twists and Turns" is a craft exhibit of tapestries and ceramics that pairs -- for the 
first time ever -- two Israeli artists, Aleksandra Stoyanov and Zemer Peled, and it's actually the first "stop" 
in what will be a national tour for this show.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on Seotember 10, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We chat with Rosalind Cook, the locally based sculptor whose well-liked works can be seen throughout the 
Tulsa community (with more than 30 of her sculptures on public display). Cook's fine, sensitively rendered 
pieces celebrate the human as well as the divine, the earthbound as well as the devotional. And she has a 
new book out -- a memoir crossed with a coffee-table book -- which she tells us about.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 11, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
The Signature Symphony at TCC continues its search for a new artistic director and conductor, and the 
field has narrowed to three young finalists, each of whom is a promising talent amid the next generation of 
American conductors. Our guest is one of these finalists, Michael Rossi, who will soon guest-conduct the 
symphony.



StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 12, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Our guest is Daniel Hege, who will be the guest conductor for the Tulsa Symphony Orchestra tomorrow 
night, as that orchestra begins its new season of concerts. The program will feature, among other works, 
Rachmaninoff's "Piano Concerto No. 2 in C minor."

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 15, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
The lasting and widespread influence that choreographer Martha Graham (1894-1991) had on the world of 
dance has been likened to the impact that Pablo Picasso had on painting, or that Aaron Copland had on 
music. Graham's dance company continues to this day, as we learn on this edition of our show, and the 
collective will soon do two shows here in Tulsa.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 18, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with the award-winning Canadian actor, playwright, and humorist Rick Miller, who will soon 
present his one-man show, "Boom," here in Tulsa. As Miller tells us by phone, his production offers a 
sweeping, fascinating, and maybe even educational exploration of the Baby Boomer generation -- from Che 
Guevara to Janis Joplin to Martin Luther King, Jr.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 24, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We welcome Gary Shaffer, CEO of the Tulsa City-County Library. The TCCL's Central Library has 
recently entered its "public phase," with direct fund-raising appeals being made to the public to complete 
the mid-century-modern building's vast, state-of-the-art renovation.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 26, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We welcome Timothy Verville, who will be the guest conductor with the Signature Symphony at the TCC 
Van Trease PACE tomorrow night. Verville is one of three young finalists now being considered for the 
job as the symphony's new conductor and artistic director.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 30, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak by phone with Jonathan Scott Chinn, a filmmaker who lives and works in NYC, and who 
formerly worked as the producer of this radio show. Chinn's first feature film, which he directed, is a newly 
released drama/comedy called "The Widowers." It takes a wry if not comically bizarre approach to the 
subject of personal loss and profound grief...and it will soon be screened in Tulsa.

B. Foreign Policy

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 22, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with Tom Garrett, an Oklahoma native who's worked at the International Republican Institute (or 
IRI) since 1994. The IRI helps emerging democracies develop institutions to perpetuate democratic 
pluralism. Garrett recently gave an address to the Tulsa Committee on Foreign Relations on "Tunisia and 
the Middle East after the Arab Spring, “ and spoke about his efforts to build democratic institutions in 
Tunisia and Ukraine.

C. Government

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 1, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
While the Hobby Lobby contraceptives case made most of the headlines, the US Supreme Court term, 
which concluded yesterday, also rendered important decisions in First Amendment free-speech rights, 
Fourth Amendment search-and-seizure laws, copyright law, the limit of presidential powers, federal 
election law, and affirmative action. Our guest -- here to talk about all of the above -- is constitutional 
scholar Lyn Entzeroth, the Associate Dean of the University of Tulsa College of Law, where she is also 
Professor of Law.



StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 15, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Many were caught off-guard by the recent decision of Mayor Bartlett to eliminate most of the City of 
Tulsa's arts funding. Alarming proposals to cut staff positions at the Tulsa PAC Trust, the Waterworks 
Community Arts Center, and both the Heller and Clark Theatres effectively galvanized supporters all over 
town, and these supporters quickly spurred the City Council to oppose the Mayor's proposals. Our guest is 
Ken Busby, a leading arts advocate who's also part of a task force aiming to raise awareness about how and 
why it's crucial for the City of Tulsa to support the arts.

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 31, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The State Supreme Court heard a lawsuit over a 2014 bill that would reduce oil and gas taxes to the state. 
As StateImpact's Joe Wertz reports, the outcome of the constitutional challenge could extend far beyond 
Oklahoma's oil fields.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 4, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Mayor Bartlett discusses proposals to extend and repurpose the soon to be expiring Vision 2025 Sales Tax. 
He would like to see funding used for Arkansas River Development and Public Safety.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 7, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
State tourism officials are considering closing or transferring four more state parks. The agency, like many, 
has had its budget cut over the past four years, but as StateImpact’s Logan Layden reports, the decision to 
defund state parks is about more than money. 

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 22, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Government is broken in Washington. Problems aren't being solved. But could your average American 
citizen do any better? Our guest thinks so; Steven Kull is president of the Washington-based Voice of the 
People. This organization offers a poll-driven process that truly strives to bring everyday citizens back into 
the legislative process.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 10, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Trait Thompson is the head of the State Capitol Preservation Commission. He discussed efforts to repair 
the Oklahoma capitol’s crumbling façade.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 17, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
State Representative Mike Christian discussed his proposal to change Oklahoma’s death penalty laws. He 
would like to do-away with lethal injection and use a gas chamber.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 29, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Those collecting names for a vote on storm shelters to be placed in all Oklahoma schools is coming up 
short of the required number of signatures. Kate Carlton-Greer discussed the efforts with petition 
organizers. 

D. Education

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 10, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Could America's current student loan debt --- which now exceeds $1 trillion and is predicted to reach $2 
trillion by 2020 --- somehow become the sequel to the mortgage meltdown? Some economists think it's 
possible. Our guest is Eric Best, an Assistant Professor of Emergency Management at Jacksonville State 
University. Along with his father, sociologist Joel Best of the University of Delaware, Eric is co-author of 
"The Student Loan Mess: How Good Intentions Created a Trillion-Dollar Problem."

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 6, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The George Kaiser Family Foundation is providing money to help implement the Teacher and Leader 
Effectiveness Program in Tulsa Schools. The Foundation for Tulsa Schools’ C-E-O Lucky Lamons says 



they want an effective teacher in every classroom and an effective leader in every school building to guide 
the students.  We talked with him about the program and what the challenge grant means to the TPS.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 18, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Democratic Gubernatorial Candidate Joe Dorman discussed his education plank in his election platform.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 19, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Today is the first day of school in the rebuilt Briarwood and Plaza Towers Elementary Schools in Moore, 
OK. We hear from students nervous about returning to the facilities. Seven children were killed when a 
tornado hit the schools this past spring.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 22, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
A panel of experts discuss the start of the new school year and bullying both on campus and online.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 25, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
The State of Oklahoma has one of the highest incarceration rates in the nation. And now, as we set forth on 
a new school year, we pause to ask: What about the children of those incarcerated? Who's assisting the 
kids, in this moment of great transition, whose parents are behind bars? Our guest is the head of New Hope 
Oklahoma, a local nonprofit that aims to do exactly this.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 8, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The federal No Child Left Behind waiver was revoked for Oklahoma. We talked with Tulsa School 
Superintendent Doctor Keith Ballard as to what this will mean for the Tulsa Public Schools system.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 17, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
TU's University School will soon present a pair of presentations by Dr. Charles Fay. Dr. Fay is a parent, 
consultant, bestselling author, and president of the Love and Logic Institute, Inc., which he co-founded in 
1977 with his father, the noted child-rearing expert Jim Fay. Today we're joined by Jim Fay and the 
principal of Tulsa's Kendall-Whittier Elementary to discuss the "Love and Logic" method at home as well 
as at school.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 29, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Those collecting names for a vote on storm shelters to be placed in all Oklahoma Schools in coming up 
short of the required number of signatures. Kate Carlton-Greer discussed the efforts with petition 
organizers. 

E. Humanities

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 3, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Our guest is Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Joseph Ellis, who's written eight previous books on the events 
and persons concerning the founding of the United States. His most recent book, "Revolutionary Summer: 
The Birth of American Independence," details two seminal events in the summer of 1776 that are central to 
our nation's founding. 

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 8, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We welcome back Nancy Pearl, our longtime book reviewer. Nancy is a former librarian (and former 
Tulsan) who's also a bestselling author, editor, critic, and book advocate. She can be heard on NPR's 
Morning Edition, where she regularly offers good-reading tips, and her wide-ranging, well-researched 
recommendations have also been collected into the ongoing and highly popular "Book Lust" series of 
volumes. She gives a good dozen or so summer-reading suggestions.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 14, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We offer an interesting a “how-does-society-affect-our-mental-health” discussion with Joel Gold, who, 
with his brother Ian, is one of the authors of "Suspicious Minds: How Culture Shapes Madness -- The 



Truman Show Delusion and Other Strange Beliefs." Dr. Joel Gold is a clinical associate professor of 
psychiatry at NYU School of Medicine and was an attending psychiatrist in the department of psychiatry at 
Bellevue Hospital Center for nine years.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 25, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with the author, essayist, and cultural critic Chuck Klosterman, who has published a number of 
books and also writes the weekly "Ethicist" column for The New York Times Magazine. Klosterman's 
latest title, "I Wear the Black Hat: Grappling with Villains (Real and Imagined)," is just out in paperback. 
It's a far-reaching and entertaining exploration of why we as a society are simultaneously attracted to and 
repelled by villains, both fictional and nonfictional.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 31, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with Jayne Anne Phillips, the acclaimed fiction writer whose newest book both explores and re-
imagines a real crime that occurred in 1931, in a West Virginia town not far from where she herself grew 
up. Phillips tells us all about this novel -- it's called "Quiet Dell" -- on today's program.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 20, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
The annual Tulsa Library Trust's Anne V. Zarrow Award for Young Readers' Literature will soon be  given 
to Jack Gantos. He is our guest today -- a funny, candid, deadpan, and somewhat philosophical storyteller 
whose books seem to be especially popular with young boys and reluctant readers.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 28, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
The "Rediscover Gilcrease" weekend, a two-day gala happening at the museum soon, will see the official 
opening of the striking new Helmerich Center for American Research. Our guest today is a TU history 
professor, Brian Hosmer, who tells us all about this new research facility; why it's important, what it will 
offer, why it's good for Tulsa, and how it will operate.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 2, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We chat with the author and journalist Charles C. Mann. Mann's books include "1493: Uncovering the New 
World Columbus Created," and he chats with us about the civilizations that existed in the Western 
Hemisphere before and after Columbus arrived in New World, and about how that arrival was so deeply 
misunderstood for so long.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 23, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We welcome historian and biographer Karen Abbott, a bestselling author who specializes in writing about 
women who shatter traditional female role models. Abbott speaks about her newest volume, Liar, 
Temptress, Soldier, Spy: Four Women Undercover in the Civil War" which tells the strange-but-true stories 
of four different women who risked everything to become spies, combatants, and informants during the 
Civil War. 

F. Economy

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 2, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The Gateway Market at Pine and North Peoria will close later this month. That will leave north Tulsa 
without a major supermarket again. Matt Trotter talked with City Councilor Jack Henderson and Tulsa 
nutrition experts.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 5, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
At a time when the unemployment rate in the Tulsa Metro had been headed down, the rate makes an about-
face and starts climbing. Marshall Stewart talks with two experts about the latest stats. John Carpenter from 
the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission and Bob Ball from the Tulsa Regional Chamber of 
Commerce share their thoughts on the numbers.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 26, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
"Imagine. Design. Fabricate." Such is the tag line for Fab Lab Tulsa. This popular nonprofit, a local 



exponent of the emerging, DIY-driven "maker movement,” will soon host a Mini Maker Faire in our 
community. And so we get the details on this all-ages-and-all-skill-levels event from Nathan Pritchett, the 
executive director of Fab Lab Tulsa.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 16, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Gasoline prices are dropping across Oklahoma. The AAA’s Daniel Karnes discussed the drop and the 
factors that caused the decline. Among the factors, the changing from summer to winter blended gasoline.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 19, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with Jeff Stava of the George Kaiser Family Foundation. Stava is the project manager for A 
Gathering Place, seen by many as a riverfront-development milestone for the City of Tulsa. The 
multimillion-dollar initiative of the Foundation will, after months of planning and anticipation,  officially 
break ground in Tulsa near 31st Street and Riverside Drive tomorrow. 

G. Interfaith Relationships

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 5, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with the distinguished orchestra conductor, scholar, and educator Leon Botstein, who has been 
the president of Bard College since 1975. Botstein will soon deliver the annual Frank Memorial Lecture in 
Judaism and Contemporary Issues here in Tulsa. His address is titled "Beyond the Fiddler on the Roof: The 
European Jewish Experience before 1933 and Contemporary European Anti-Semitism."

H. Community Justice

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 18, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Governor Mary Fallin discusses the Central American children being housed at Fort Sill and the negative 
impact she believes this action will have on the state. 

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 16, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
A discussion of the marriage equality movement in our country with Marc Solomon, the National 
Campaign Director for Freedom to Marry, which is an ongoing campaign to end exclusion from marriage 
throughout the US. Solomon's efforts for this organization focus on managing its programs to win more 
states, growing the majority for marriage, and ending federal discrimination.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 22, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Fifty years ago, during what would come to be called Freedom Summer in the American South, Matt 
Herron, who'd recently relocated to Mississippi in order to work on civil rights issues while also shooting 
photo-stories for Life, Look, and The Saturday Evening Post, put together a group of talented 
photographers known as the Southern Documentary Project. Herron has a new book out, which collect the 
photos of this group.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 29, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We welcome the noted Denver-based journalist and nonfiction author Helen Thorpe, whose writing has 
appeared in The New York Times Magazine and elsewhere. Thorpe's first book, 2009's "Just Like Us," 
tellingly profiled the lives of three young Latinas living in the US. Her newly published second book, 
"Soldier Girls: The Battles of Three Women at Home and at War" takes a look at three female veterans of 
the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 30, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We talk with Vanessa Finley, the newly appointed Chief Executive Officer at YWCA Tulsa. A Tulsa native 
and non-profit executive with 20+ years of experience, Finley has recently relocated to Tulsa; she began 
her tenure at YWCA Tulsa earlier this month. She addresses both her long-range goals and near-term plans 
for the women-friendly, pro-diversity, and well-regarded organization that is YWCA Tulsa.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 12, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.



The number of homeless teens seems to be on the increase in Tulsa. A report from Youth Services of Tulsa 
estimates 1,500 children are living alone on the street. James Walker is the director. He discussed efforts 
and struggles reach these kids.

I. Science & Technology

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 9, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Guest host John Schumann speaks with Lauren Silverman, the Health, Science, and Technology reporter at 
KERA, which is the NPR member-station in Dallas. Silverman is one of the creators of a newly posted, 
impressively researched, and multi-media "digital storytelling project" at the KERA website. It's a project 
that focuses on hip fractures among the elderly, in both the Greater Dallas region and the United States 
more generally, and it's an impressive mix of health reporting and digital media.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 21, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with Robert Dudley, Professor of Integrative Biology at UC-Berkeley, who tells us about his 
interesting "drunken monkey hypothesis," which "proposes that human attraction to ethanol may have a 
genetic basis due to the high dependence of the primate ancestor of Homo sapiens on fruit as a food 
source."

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 18, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
The Internet is, of course, bringing massive changes to our lives, and bringing them rapidly, But how often 
do we really consider what these changes mean, or how they will affect us? Our guest is Michael Harris, 
author of "The End of Absence: Reclaiming What We've Lost in a World of Constant Connection."

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 29, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We chat with David Rose, an entrepreneur and instructor at the MIT Media Lab who specializes in how 
digital information interfaces with the physical environment. Rose also founded Ambient Devices, which 
pioneered the technology used to embed Internet data in lamps, mirrors, umbrellas, and the like. Rose's new 
book is "Enchanted Objects: Design, Human Desire, and the Internet of Things," and he tells us about it.

J. Emergency Preparedness

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 3, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
With threats ranging from ice storms to tornadoes, Oklahoma ranks first in the number of presidentially 
declared disasters over the past 14 years. That’s why the state says it's important for local officials to 
maintain hazard mitigation plans, explaining the steps they're taking to reduce or eliminate their risks. 
But Kate Carlton Greer with The Oklahoma Tornado Project reports that keeping things up-to-date has 
proven tough. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 22, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
In the wake of last year’s devastating tornadoes, millions of dollars in donations went to The United Way 
of Central Oklahoma. The non-profit organization also agreed to administer Governor Mary Fallin’s 
Oklahoma Strong tornado relief campaign. Together, the funds raised a total of 20 million dollars. Kate 
Carlton Greer with the Oklahoma Tornado Project looks into where all that money went. 

K. Healthcare

HEALTHCARE: ISSUES RELATED TO MEDICAL NEWS, HEALTHCARE TREATMENT, AND 
TREATMENT OF THE UNINSURED.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 17, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Buying local and frequenting farmers' markets continue to be popular pursuits, and for obvious reasons. But 



what's the best strategy for navigating the produce section of your average supermarket? Our guest Jo 
Robinson is an investigative journalist who specializes in science and health. Her newest book is "Eating 
on the Wild Side: The Missing Link to Optimum Health," which examines which fresh foods and varieties 
have the most essential nutritional elements.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 13, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The Director of the Mental Health Association of Oklahoma discussed recent problems involving 
Oklahoma law enforcement officers. There have been allegations of rape, murder and abuse in several 
cases across the state. What is causing cops to “act-out”? Mike Brose says a lot of the problem can be 
traced to a lack of preventative stress care.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 20, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Mental health was the topic with Martin Paulus of the Laureate Center for Brain Research and Michael 
Brose, the head of the Mental Health Association of Oklahoma. Depression and suicide prevention 
following the death of Robin Williams was the focus.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on August 27, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
David Casarett is a physician, researcher, and tenured associate professor at the University of Pennsylvania 
Perelman School of Medicine. He's also the author of "Shocked: Adventures in Bringing Back the Recently 
Dead." The book is a history-laden but also state-of-the-art report on how we as human beings have always 
tried to resuscitate the dead and bring them back to life.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 9, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
Guest host John Schumann speaks with Dr. David Schiedermayer, a reflective physician/author who has 
worked in the fields of medicine and health for many years. He's been an internist and a hospitalist in the 
past, but is now focused on palliative care. Oh, and he's one heck of a harmonica player...a "healer," you 
might say, who aims to combine caring for others and playing music whenever possible.

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 16, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with Representative Patrick J. Kennedy, who served several years in the U.S. House of 
Representatives, and who is best known as the author and lead sponsor of the Mental Health Parity and 
Addiction Equity Act of 2008. This piece of legislation provides tens of millions of Americans (who were 
previously denied care) with access to mental health treatment. Rep. Kennedy will soon speak about mental 
health here in Tulsa.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 24, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The Oklahoma Policy Institute’s David Blatt discusses the state of health in Oklahoma and how state 
policies are hampering Oklahomans from getting needed health care.

L. Generational Issues

No Programs This Quarter

M. Environment

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 7, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
This year, Oklahoma has had more earthquakes than California. There is a growing body of scientific 
research that suggests oil and gas production is fueling much of the shaking. As Joe Wertz from State 
Impact reports, a new paper published today in the journal, “Science” suggests, a small number of 
wastewater wells could be responsible for a lot of the quakes. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 17, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.



To meet the growing water needs, cities and towns in central Oklahoma are planning to pump water from 
southeast Oklahoma with a new 100 mile pipeline.

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 24, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Oklahoma is moving up the national ranks in wind-generated electricity. But as wind farms expand into 
eastern Oklahoma, developers are facing a team of unlikely allies: Oil interests and environmentalists. 

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on July 28, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We speak with Bill Leighty, a longtime realtor in our community who's also served on the Tulsa 
Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, the City's Transportation Advisory Board, and its Land Use Task 
Force. Leighty is also the director of the Smart Growth Tulsa Coalition, which he tells us about. It's a newly 
formed "coalition committed to creating healthy communities that work for everyone with strong schools, 
shops, and local businesses, improved mobility options, and jobs that pay well. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 14, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Today we hear the first of StateImpact’s four-part series on the history of Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers and 
the threats they face. The six eastern Oklahoma waterways are magnets for tourism and examples of the 
pristine natural beauty of eastern Oklahoma. Their scenic status also gives them special protections. And as 
StateImpact’s Logan Layden reports, the fight to preserve them included a legislature that placed 
environment above industry. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 21, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The second part of StateImpact’s series on Oklahoma’s scenic rivers continues today with a dispatch from 
Flint Creek, which flows into the Illinois River watershed, a lush, economically vital tourism destination. 
As Joe Wertz reports, the history and future of the environmentally important eastern Oklahoma waterways 
will always be tied to other states.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 28, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Updates to municipal water systems in northwest Arkansas and pressure on the poultry industry to control 
the discharge of chicken waste has meant water quality improvements for streams and creeks in eastern 
Oklahoma. But, as Logan Layden reports in part three of StateImpact’s series on Oklahoma’s scenic rivers, 
it remains to be seen whether efforts to preserve the rivers can keep up with one of the fastest growing 
areas of the country. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 4, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
StateImpact has been reporting on the history and future of eastern Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers, which 
receive extra environmental protections. The series concludes in southeastern Oklahoma on the Mountain 
Fork River, which Joe Wertz reports is the cleanest of all six rivers. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 11, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Water supplies in southwest Oklahoma are in danger of drying up as four years of drought drag lake levels 
to record lows. As StateImpact’s Logan Layden reports, some communities are scrambling to supplement 
their current water sources, while others look for new sources — in Texas.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 18, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
State regulators are discussing potential rules and the possibility of expanded oversight of Oklahoma’s 
wind industry. The meetings have just started, but as Joe Wertz from StateImpact reports, the process is 
already drawing impassioned input from businesses and the public. 

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 25, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is working on new rules to determine which waterways qualify 
for Clean Water Act protection. As with most any move by President Obama’s EPA, Oklahoma officials 
are reacting angrily. But as StateImpact’s Logan Layden reports, confusion is fueling some of the outcry. 

N. Public Safety



KWGS News-Broadcast on July 1, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Tulsa Police Chief Chuck Jordan discussed the rash of sexual assaults in Tulsa, believed to be committed 
by the same man.

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 8, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Take Shelter Oklahoma begins anew to collect signatures for a vote on a proposal requiring storm shelters 
in each Oklahoma public school.

KWGS News-Broadcast on July 9, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Tulsa County District Attorney Tim Harris and Police Chief Chuck Jordan discuss the death of the suspect 
in the sexual assault cases. Harris says the case is now closed.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 8, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Despite diversion programs, Oklahoma still incarcerates more women per capita than any other state. Amy 
Santee with the George Kaiser Family Foundation and Former Tulsa District Court Judge Jesse Harris 
review the figures.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 15, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Tulsa has a growing problem of following seat belt regulations as people are not using seat belts or 
properly restraining children into vehicles. This follows a car where two teenagers were killed after their 
car was struck. Neither girl was wearing a seatbelt.

KWGS News-Broadcast on August 29, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
Mayor Dewey Bartlett discussed a public safety proposal that would use a portion of the Vision 20/25 
funding to pay for police and fire programs.

KWGS News-Broadcast on September 30, 7:35am; Duration 4 minutes.
The number of meth labs is down in Oklahoma. However, at the same time, the number of meth related 
deaths and overdoses are up. The State Narcotics Bureau’s Mark Woodward says it is because more drugs 
are being funneled into Oklahoma from Mexico.

O. Juvenile Justice

No programming this quarter

P. Transportation

StudioTulsa-Broadcast on September 25, 11:30am & 7:30pm; Duration 30 minutes.  
We cover some interesting and less-familiar Tulsa history by way of a new biography of Cyrus Avery. Our 
guest is the Missouri-based author Susan Croce Kelly, author of "Father of Route 66: The Story of Cy 
Avery," which is just out, and tells the story of the Tulsan’s efforts to build Route 66 and his role in the U-S 
Good Roads Movement in the early 20th Century.


